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About This Game

CA$H ! CA$H ! MORE CA$H !

Cash Rush is a Tycoon / Shop Simulator Game.
Start humble and work your way up, then show the world how much of a boss you are by making BILLIONS! (By the way... It's

fake money soz)

● Buy a varied range of stock to sell
● Increase your popularity by selling stock

● Use your profit to add decorations to your store
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● Increase your margin to make higher profits
● Buy employees to increase your workflow

Who Am I?
I'm a young developers working out of a small loft in London. This is my first project, I know this isn't exactly an AAA game,

but I hope you guys have fun with it!

Any recommendations?
Leave me a feedback ! I'm always smiling when it's constructive and I generally post an update within the day you recommend

me something great.
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Title: Cash Rush
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Broxilia LTD
Publisher:
Broxilia LTD
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 
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While chances are that you got this DLC in the Collector\u2019s Edition pack of Hexoscope, it is one of those instances where
the DLC should be a great purchase by itself. Especially if you like electronic music even just a little bit. The upbeat, yet
somehow also tranquil tracks not only fit the game\u2019s basic premise and atmosphere perfectly, but they are great as
background music when you need some noise but also want to think\u2014or the opposite, just to relax a little.. I have already
completed 3 of 6 endings in the TEST VERSION OF TLC. It is quite fun for sure. But the game is really hard and the mistery
of the back ground story is still not clear yet. Strongly recommend for the guys who love S & H games!. I love everything about
this game.
Words cannot truly describe how happy I feel while playing it.
If you like thiefs and RPG's you should buy it.

This game will make you feel all cozzy and warm inside with it's silly (yet intricate) jokes, charismatic characters and blasting
battles.

I'm so glad I found out this game.. Think fast, move fast!
touch blocks to make your way. Having played the demo then Early Access I am pleased with the state of the game. The
developers are quick to respond to any bug and suggestion reports and overall the gameplay is enjoyable.. Pretty glad this is only
2 bucks right now. It's amusing for about 10ish minutes and then there's really no reason to continue. I'm not going to request a
refund under the hope that the developer adds.. some content.

That's pretty much it.. Analysis done in 2015-

In spite of being a game released on 2008 its graphics are really good.

DMC saga lovers ofc should play this title, storytelling is quite good, the classic Hack and Slash in the saga is alive in this game
and I would reccommend it to anyone who likes HnS games.

It definitely worths a buy in the steam sales, the game enviorment is amazing for me and i completed the main story in 7:10:35
(Not rushed).

Sometimes could get a bit repetitive and some areas are quite rough, you may get lost a bit at some point if you are not used to
play games like this one. At the end, bought reccommended.

7.5/10 ---> Should buy while reduced price.. I had been looking forward forward to this game for a while but overall I have
been disappointed. It plays like an average simulation game with economics that are virtually impossible to get right.. emmmm,
scroll down (click read more?) if you want a review in english..
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Ok so I got this game because the cover looked interesting, and the artwork looked aesthetic. This is a visual novel, so there's not
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much to do except read most of the time. In fact i currently have only about 20 or so minutes of playtime in the game.. I am
writing about any first impressions (I will update when I go deeper), and so far I feel that the artwork is perfect i.e.
AESTHETIC AS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
and the bgm is very fitting and calming, and that is great since the bgm is also a major part of visual novels.

Like I said I am only about 20mins in, so more on the story later maybe.

Price is very low for a VN too, so I'd say GET IT, just for the absolutely stunning backgrounds. That alone is worth the price.

p.s. if i forget to update someone comment plz thamk
\u6211\u5fd8\u4e86\u66f4\u65b0\u7684\u8bdd\u8bf7\u5728\u7559\u8a00\u533a\u63d0\u9192\u4e0b\u6211 66666. Very
sweet, gentle, and fun puzzle game. It looks minimal, but it gets very, very addicting. Reccomended.
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I love this game, classic, totally chill but intense too.. The pictures are nice. The free games link works, although the website did
look really sketchy. Overall great for its price, even without the free games, since the girls themselves look quite nice as well..
Servers are, unfortunately, dead.. pretty cool mech arcade shmup... seems to be a 2010 japanese game that rockin android got
their hands on and released on steam 6 years later. not a bad thing, just an observation. simple fun straight forward shooter, yes
there is a bit of strategy and skill required, but nothing too hard. feel quite a bit like japanese freeware from 10 years ago with
updated graphics and controls. the game does have nice flow and control. its not ground breaking but it hasnt gotten any
annoying in your face flaws either. says partial controller support, but given the fact it uses either an analog stick or Dpad and 2
buttons, i would go out on a limb to say it should work with pretty much any controller. i say this because there is nothing more
annoying as an arcade fan and bringing out the fightstick and it not working properly, newer steam games should not require the
use of x-padder or controller companion i'm sorry.. solid 7\/10. This game was my first and prefered game for long time, even
today I was playing it with the Project X.
But the key binding is far from what it was, you don't have the slider toggle, you can't bind slide to the joystick sticks.
That Huge "AIM" in the middle is terrible.

Could be way better, I won't recommend it if you have played this and wanna play again now, as it is should, at least, be the
same basic game, the controller freedon was amazing, now you are very restricted and it was one of the greats thing at the time,
a 6x control movment.. I beat more puzzles using glitches than the proper solutions the developer probably intended.

Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/zYdOFR9nJhQ. Great game, not like many achievement spam games

Pros:
Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the screen with 100cps)
All achievements unlock with no problem
Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen
Doesn't take too long

Cons:
"Hunt Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster

Overall, good for 5k achievements :). This is a very moder great looking fast tilting train you dont need to know more this is
great!
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